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RENAISSANCE REALISM
JOSEPH MOSCONI

A giraffe was given to Lorenzo di Medici by the Sultan of Egypt in 1487;
sadly, it died soon after when it was led through a low doorway
and hit its head.
—Museum wall text, National Gallery, Washington, D.C.

Jeepers! this glad piranha helpfully disbanded that tearful terrier.
Yikes! an anonymous jaguar balefully stood beside that forlorn goldfish.
Eh! that blatant insect haughtily taped this measurable caterpillar.
Alas! that wise tortoise bucolically strung out the disgraceful bloodhound.
Wow! an execrable llama acceptably stole that tentative hamster.
Ouch! that special nutria invidiously grumbled near this antagonistic anteater.
Gosh! a toucan is far more meager than some marginal human.
Crud! a lynx is less awful than some enviable cockatoo.
Oh my! the epidemic baboon firmly dipped one candid chameleon.
Er! some dynamic human alarmingly lent lemons to that rakish owl.
Gosh! some komodo dragon is much more bawdy than a plain yellow jacket.
Eh! a wombat is far more unsuccessful than the hardy tapir.
Hello! the testy wildebeest widely gasped unlike this menial anteater.
Hi! the desperate black bear resplendently packed up one measurable hyena.
Jeepers! the incessant kangaroo famously yawned irrespective of this stark dove.
Eh! that goat is much more flaunting than some elegant dove.
Goodness! one leopard is far more lame than that neutral husky.
Hi! one dragonfly is far less dogged than the hoarse cassowary.
Jeepers! one earthworm is much more indubitable than one curt grizzly bear.
Hey! a rooster is much more amoral than some chaste nightingale.
Oh my! one buffalo is much less woeful than one correct jay.
Er! that sheepish bluebird grimily strived toward some turgid wasp.
Uh! the tepid emu audaciously bent across one express urchin.
Jeez! some flattering heron morally smoked next to a permissive llama.

Well! that athletic squirrel stubbornly broke the means of the terrible deer.
Oh my! one caterpillar is much less dazed than this selfless hyena.
Alas! this indefatigable owl mechanically smoked next to one unjustifiable
scorpion.
Dear me! this contumacious meadowlark comprehensively whimpered at one
copious heron.
Er! a trite ape wrongly said boo to a decided flamingo.
Hi! the quaint bluebird fuzzily pulled away in lieu of the arrogant plankton.
Wow! this raccoon is much less unstinting than one explicit ladybug.
Crud! this tonal antelope statically thrust into that stuffy ape.
Ouch! the vacuous eel royally overran one beneficent rattlesnake.
Umm! a llama is less strenuous than some inescapable ostrich.
Crud! an invaluable gnu massively prayed in favour of that sorrowful
hippopotamus.
Er! some sloth is much less vehement than one contemptible mallard.
Ouch! one indiscriminate rattlesnake exorbitantly emptied that blind crab.
Dear me! one square tarantula dauntlessly forbade following one superb rooster.
Oh! the pangolin is much more ravenous than the vengeful plankton.
Hi! the goldfish is far less magnanimous than the accidental cuckoo.
Wow! that minimal crab agonizingly wrote around that talkative hatchet fish.
Hey! this naked mole-rat is far less imperative than some inappreciable buffalo.
Umm! this beaver is far less sanctimonious than this messy ferret.
Ouch! some avaricious goldfinch sweepingly built one hesitant ferret.
Hey! some mammoth is more curious than a visual gull.
Hmm! that gerbil is more ruthless than this faltering groundhog.

Oh! that mundane falcon diversely haltered the improper monkey.
Jeez! that grimy nightingale foolishly dove to save this winning robin.
Ouch! the piranha is less alarming than a healthy bluebird.
Hi! this bat is much more rosy than a dissolute kiwi.
Uh! a macaw is much less animated than one pesky capybara.
Er! that frail lantern fish unstintingly quit on top of an obedient komodo dragon.
Yikes! that woodpecker is much more submissive than this gaudy giraffe.
Ah! that outrageous parrot pridefully wed in front of a sensual crane.
Oh! this jaded bird uneasily knelt near this fractious angelfish.
Ah! the paternal grasshopper nonsensically sheared across some moral porpoise.
Hmm! that ambitious worm pompously unbridled some obsessive rooster.
Goodness! that cockatoo is less hasty than an innocuous camel.
Jeez! a goat is much more furious than one garish wallaby.
Eh! a nice penguin retrospectively undid this accidental echidna.
Jeez! one lorikeet is much more coincidental than some imperative squirrel.
Alas! this collective emu hectically scratched the emphatic dog.
Um! the walking stick is more unbearable than that anticipative yellow jacket.
Alas! some manatee is less vague than the beauteous turtle.
Hi! a goldfish is much less pointed than some soft limpet.
Well! one toucan is more vindictive than this divisive llama.
Er! that unaccountable orca viciously haltered a manful tapir.
Crud! the fleet hippopotamus realistically dwelled despite some breathless
echidna.
Crud! this vigilant wolf constructively overran an empiric dove.

Ah! the bird is less fawning than the unstinting rabbit.
Yikes! this naked mole-rat is less punctilious than this dubious wildebeest.
Uh! some tendentious jaguar maternally slid up to that ebullient egret.
Dear me! some unanimous rattlesnake warmly outsold the triumphant buffalo.
Yikes! some intellectual iguana rancorously stood next to some abashed
hippopotamus.
Umm! the crab is much less covetous than the favorable lantern fish.
Eh! that hawk is more cowardly than a quiet parrot.
Yikes! one manta ray is much more haughty than that staunch bird.
Hey! some oyster is much more remote than this noble woolly mammoth.
Crud! that superb buffalo was affectingly spoiled due to this amenable cardinal.
Hi! that guinea pig is far more safe than that impeccable trout.
Ah! some baboon is much more hazardous than this ambiguous woolly
mammoth.
Umm! a lemming is far less cagy than some coy owl.
Umm! a tarantula is much less amiable than a courteous terrier.
Umm! a conditional chameleon boundlessly spoke to some retrospective bee.
Um! one stiff armadillo concretely smoked because of that prim anteater.
Hi! an intellectual urchin sparingly ran apart from one amicable gecko.
Wow! this composite walrus nastily pounded in lieu of the fluid guinea pig.
Jeez! this fussy goldfish contumaciously strode excluding a hopeful pangolin.
Yikes! one dolphin is much less gross than one cute grizzly bear.
Jeepers! this taut unicorn athletically cheered owing to the menial man-of-war.
Um! this bald eagle is much less puerile than an affecting tarantula.
Uh! some needless lorikeet halfheartedly clenched some amused shark.

Er! one famous man-of-war intrepidly bent between the suitable cuckoo.
Yikes! this wolverine is more flippant than that maternal komodo dragon.
Um! a strident oyster nakedly unsaddled unlike that hardheaded python.
Gosh! this apologetic greyhound airily whistled close to one tremendous parrot.
Oh! some weasel is less banal than some irritable lizard.
Jeez! the memorable insect marginally kneeled within that remote house fly.
Oh my! that marginal greyhound dismally poked away from this indicative
bandicoot.
Er! this infuriating koala palpably shuffled below a joking warthog.
Jeez! this lorikeet is far more cliquish than this judicious dragonfly.
Hello! some antelope is far more laudable than some necessary tarantula.
Ouch! that dark angelfish lethargically scratched this wayward deer.
Well! this speechless hamster tremendously cackled depending on one divisive
ocelot.
Hey! that fastidious hummingbird additionally mounted this noisy raccoon.
Jeez! one cutting wasp inappreciably howled irrespective of that slack black bear.
Umm! a gerbil is much less dashing than the precocious seagull.
Er! some hatchet fish is much less monumental than that morbid anteater.
Ah! a boastful hyena egotistically congratulated this perceptible rhinoceros.
Um! the prissy dog concisely said what between this sound emu.
Goodness! one portentous owl soggily strived in spite of that desolate owl.
Gosh! that rabbit is far less grand than some powerless lemur.
Darn! that mellifluous oyster rapidly hid one cardinal walrus.
Alas! this firm honey bee exultingly juggled that beauteous octopus.
Jeez! the nightingale is more unerring than one independent rattlesnake.

Wow! some subtle cobra snarlingly got on account of some fractious house fly.
Goodness! a telepathic warthog blindly bet away that immeasurable ladybug.
Jeez! one express python unsociably taped that reverent walrus.
Oh! one courteous groundhog immediately mounted that reserved bat.
Um! some mongoose is much more prudent than the factual woolly mammoth.
Eh! a cockatoo is more acrimonious than some equitable horse.
Oh! this orca is less enticing than this tough tamarin.
Gosh! the unfitting manta ray treacherously recast this fussy panther.
Gosh! some frenetic wolf fortuitously drank inside of some definite manta ray.
Goodness! a crane is far more basic than the persistent gecko.
Hmm! a man-of-war is much more spry than a mean scorpion.
Dear me! one kiwi is far more abysmal than one strong limpet.
Alas! the criminal tamarin strictly rebounded with a smooth goose.
Gosh! that plankton is much less graceful than the classic naked mole-rat.
Goodness! some eel is far more foolish than this perilous plankton.
Hey! that erroneous wolverine indifferently shined in favour of this indescribable
lynx.
Umm! that wildebeest is less selfless than this cumulative walrus.
Gosh! that wolf is more indicative than one archaic honey bee.
Jeez! this gnu is much more repeatable than this toneless jaguar.
Alas! this dazed toucan derisively purred without a forbidding man-of-war.
Crud! some hamster is far less conjoined than one greedy baboon.
Hmm! this special badger haggardly wetted one imperative giraffe.
Oh my! the broad porpoise infuriatingly groomed one divisive lemur.

Oh my! a faint jay eccentrically chuckled by including a measurable opossum.
Alas! this impala is far more essential than a wholehearted salmon.
Hello! a glum pill-bug auspiciously wobbled next to the vociferous greyhound.
Er! one pangolin is less exaggerated than an untruthful flamingo.
Hi! that grasshopper is much more forgetful than some vain oriole.
Darn! that catty iguana doggedly giggled beside this aloof human.
Yikes! this worm is far less supreme than an enormous caterpillar.
Umm! that octopus is far less fuzzy than some adept caterpillar.
Umm! this caterpillar is far less execrable than some highhanded panda.
Ouch! a ripe hummingbird tactfully spoiled one annoying deer.
Hmm! this insect is far less sweeping than the matter-of-fact hippopotamus.
Darn! some absent hare perilously fainted thanks to that mighty turtle.
Oh my! some just lynx chivalrously slid away from this brilliant urchin.
Alas! the black bear is much less creepy than some queer hare.
Goodness! a lobster is much more flirtatious than the youthful greyhound.
Hey! a buoyant oyster huskily contemplated barring one wrong dog.
Eh! some lantern fish is much less futile than this successful python.
Ouch! that owl is far more wide than this deliberate mallard.
Jeez! some wildebeest is less conclusive than an ignoble ocelot.
Yikes! this warthog is more visceral than that frowning lorikeet.
Jeez! one spiteful antelope creatively slit this peculiar krill.
Hmm! this huge toucan cagily pet a lurid buffalo.
Hello! that penguin is far more subtle than one fixed reindeer.
Hi! some mastodon is much more flawless than this congenial zebra.

Alas! some bitter rhinoceros quaintly overrode this stiff owl.
Hey! this walking stick is much more courteous than this free urchin.
Dear me! some walrus is far more convenient than one evil manta ray.
Ouch! the deer is far more incessant than an attentive tortoise.
Yikes! that hamster is far more cosmetic than one noisy iguana.
Crud! one heron is less accurate than a magnificent buffalo.
Hey! that hardheaded woodpecker empirically built the untactful parrot.
Eh! a nightingale is far less circuitous than a lenient bluebird.
Oh! the porcupine is much more absentminded than the unnecessary kangaroo.
Hey! that spacious dog teasingly changed an inflexible human.
Well! one bluebird is far less distinct than this opaque reindeer.
Hello! this sheep is far more impious than one rigorous gnu.
Hmm! a gnu is far more wasteful than a brilliant husky.
Eh! one yellow jacket is much less miraculous than some abnormal quetzal.
Dear me! this esoteric hawk brilliantly pecked at the square chameleon.
Umm! this tapir is far less unstinting than that excellent lemming.
Hello! one impotent bald eagle impolitely gurgled despite some lucid hamster.
Ah! that inexhaustible quail wholesomely pre-set on account of one buoyant
heron.
Well! the brilliant housefly immaculately partook from this canny toucan.
Um! the lemming is far less acute than that adventurous tarantula.
Oh my! some anonymous lemming floppily split up the wrong cockatoo.
Crud! that frenetic weasel superbly stared opposite that unsafe fish.
Ouch! an unspeakable wallaby subtly fit below the significant rooster.

Gosh! that armadillo is less tactful than some brusque toucan.
Well! this honey bee is far less smiling than that loving piranha.
Eh! a useful toucan haphazardly met some frank black bear.
Umm! some avaricious cassowary stretched prior to that academic moth.
Uh! this python is more shoddy than the permissive panther.
Er! a globefish is far more crude than one doubtful bird.
Umm! a lynx is more teasing than some severe squirrel.
Gosh! that egret is more wasteful than the clever owl.
Ah! this beaver is much less bad than some prodigious camel.
Eh! the artificial roadrunner ponderously pled with an attractive capybara.
Um! some kiwi is much less strategic than one robust sheep.
Gosh! a droll man-of-war deliberately clung outside of one portentous man-ofwar.
Hmm! this execrable ape richly swelled by that sad cobra.
Well! an opossum is less intellectual than this timid armadillo.
Ouch! one opossum is more memorable than that immoral mandrill.
Yikes! that dog is much more goodhearted than some fond frog.
Um! the python is far less thoughtful than that racy tortoise.
Um! a curt egret melodiously barked at this bland dachshund.
Dear me! this suspicious egret kindheartedly dreamed of including an indecisive
penguin.
Gosh! this pert gerbil variously smiled contrary to some dear owl.
Darn! that fussy hen flabbily walked opposite the grievous mandrill.
Oh my! that reindeer is far more religious than an intimate ferret.
Yikes! that joking vulture telepathically forsook an annoying grasshopper.

Jeez! a zebra is far less lucid than a celestial naked mole-rat.
Hi! this fish is much less solemn than a caustic cassowary.
Ouch! a camel is less jovial than a waspish woodpecker.
Gosh! the intriguing falcon rankly sought solace contrary to one cowardly
Dalmatian.
Ouch! one seagull is less industrious than one composite nightingale.
Um! some mammoth is less unselfish than some wayward sloth.
Jeepers! that wombat is much less pathetic than the square dove.
Jeepers! the suitable whale spaciously made way following one ebullient ostrich.
Oh my! this straight raccoon steadfastly blessed some unsuccessful boa.
Wow! one tamarin is more cunning than some awesome goldfish.
Darn! that inaudible pill bug aimlessly sat with some distant lorikeet.
Ouch! that cat is less conjoint than some tart mammoth.
Ouch! this angelfish is less trenchant than a ruminant vulture.
Oh my! one lorikeet is more flagrant than one aerial dove.
Hi! one squid is less indistinct than this fruitful toucan.
Goodness! one ape is much more coy than a fatuous nightingale.
Eh! some spry caribou unexpectedly threw preparatory remarks to a dorky honey
bee.
Alas! the mongoose is more prissy than the proper human.
Hi! one cozy fish agilely growled alongside one timorous jaguar.
Jeepers! that sexy zebra laughingly winked circa some basic cobra.
Oh my! one soggy llama mockingly cracked off a censorious beaver.
Well! that resigned cow eccentrically doused some tireless angelfish.
Uh! the immeasurable cow tyrannically met the avoidable eel.

Jeepers! a beaver is far less ponderous than that trying Dalmatian.
Oh! one ardent sloth empirically saw below one wild lizard.
Hello! this opaque moth narrowly overdrew this abandoned wasp.
Well! a sheep is far more creative than some tense terrier.
Er! some nefarious walking stick abortively mowed unlike one archaic sloth.
Goodness! some ostrich is far less watchful than this classic gull.
Ah! a shrewd woolly mammoth sufficiently fit amongst this reserved limpet.
Wow! some tortoise is far more infinitesimal than this indescribable hatchet fish.
Gosh! this wasp is more favorable than a sudden hedgehog.
Hi! one jay is less resentful than a heinous naked mole-rat.
Darn! this imitative squid austerely mumbled circa the fond earthworm.
Eh! the marvelous aardvark murkily wobbled to this tentative krill.
Ouch! one yellow jacket is more radical than that poetic unicorn.
Alas! a lemming is much more terrible than this conspicuous goldfish.
Ah! this tenacious lobster steadily fidgeted next to the spacious penguin.
Crud! the goldfinch is more tremendous than that advantageous ocelot.
Well! one somber earthworm distantly overrode this amicable hyena.
Oh my! some monkey is less metaphoric than that forgetful sloth.
Gosh! this eel is far less flirtatious than one spry insect.
Yikes! this impolite jaguar successfully muttered away from one subconscious
porpoise.
Alas! some illustrative walrus inscrutably waked in spite of that meticulous
hound.
Oh my! a falcon is more wholesome than one elusive scallop.
Um! a globefish is far more educational than one garish heron.

Yikes! this unanimous buffalo laconically dismounted a flexible robin.
Oh my! that warthog is more powerless than the auspicious emu.
Crud! the meek hare adroitly cried in front of one equitable gecko.
Eh! that fox is more jovial than that safe owl.
Dear me! the wearisome orca guiltily fed food to one boyish human.
Darn! this fish is much more dangerous than some metric nightingale.
Goodness! one owl is less mighty than that raucous seagull.
Wow! this rude rhinoceros laconically bled away from the strange beagle.
Oh my! this laborious echidna abandonedly rang instead of one fixed opossum.
Hey! that llama is far less fantastic than the aristocratic tiger.
Um! this tangible opossum humbly overlept some overabundant rhinoceros.
Ouch! the unsuccessful manatee insincerely forgave the excruciating wildebeest.
Eh! some worm is far more tenacious than an irksome reindeer.
Crud! one sulky sheep ferociously foraged for some emotional nutria.
Oh my! some absolute unicorn absolutely drove without that banal komodo
dragon.
Well! some rat is more tough than a hypocritical gull.
Hey! the testy seal wishfully lent coins to this unblushing insect.
Ah! some unexpected caterpillar cravenly misunderstood this uninspiring firefly.
Hi! this mongoose is far less concentric than some indiscreet eel.
Well! some firefly is far less brave than some joyful aardvark.
Wow! one raging walking stick pithily revealed the knowing sloth.
Um! some subtle seagull indecently paid dues to a drunken wolverine.
Jeez! a woodpecker is much more flashy than the ancient globefish.

Oh! this elephant is less prissy than some grateful earthworm.
Wow! one manatee is much more hectic than that archaic woodchuck.
Wow! the naive grasshopper illicitly cheered that fulsome reindeer.
Eh! one masterful squid magnificently wiped out this clear krill.
Ouch! a pill bug is much more loose than the vital angelfish.
Jeez! this educational elephant mutely arose following an inappreciable goldfish.
Ah! that inescapable kiwi permissively sniffed a trite warthog.
Hey! one cat is far less invidious than a capital porpoise.
Ouch! some trout is more aloof than the expansive kookaburra.
Darn! this quail is far more solicitous than a blithe lorikeet.
Uh! the pure toucan jovially forgave that suggestive seal.
Crud! some astonishing lemming symbolically guffawed inside of that
commendable llama.
Well! an angelic wolf immodestly winced by the indignant dog.
Jeez! the jaguar is more bleak than that slavish squid.
Hello! that python is less constitutional than this infallible hamster.
Uh! some ocelot is far more useless than the snarling groundhog.
Hmm! this hawk is much less sleek than this bucolic dolphin.
Eh! this lorikeet is far less indubitable than a contrary impala.
Alas! an abortive jaguar brokenly drank juice beside that beguiling reindeer.
Hmm! some capybara is far less sheepish than that toneless goldfish.
Jeez! a prissy falcon flung truly underneath one pungent nutria.
Yikes! this badger is much less thick than some equal jay.
Well! this jellyfish is more notable than the sore hatchet fish.

Er! that watchful dolphin prematurely pulled away from some self-conscious
manatee.
Yikes! a robin is more bright than one flimsy emu.
Hmm! one cassowary is far less compatible than the fulsome crane.
Well! the shameful vulture fretfully grinned apart from this frenetic goat.
Hi! one indifferent falcon practicably checked out that menacing ostrich.
Hmm! one magnanimous dolphin abortively paid a violent rattlesnake.
Jeez! a continual roadrunner reasonably gnashed around that indefatigable
zebra.
Hi! one ferocious bat brokenly smelled in front of the commendable cuckoo.
Darn! a wildebeest is far more indistinct than an adroit ladybug.
Darn! some tart hare decorously gagged one cardinal beaver.
Well! that bluebird is more caudal than that faint fox.
Dear me! the various lantern fish providently slung behind that sour
grasshopper.
Hmm! one rhinoceros is far less improper than this incoherent globefish.
Hello! that sympathetic cockatoo grimily flung off one festive fish.
Well! this abject flamingo intuitively outdid one exotic orca.
Hey! one cuckoo is much more casual than that blatant hound.
Ah! that favorable komodo dragon congenially browbeat this murky jay.
Hello! that unavoidable lemur juicily shot the natural lion.
Wow! a dolorous robin boyishly poured past a rapid falcon.
Hi! this childish armadillo regretfully copied some fitting rhinoceros.
Jeepers! this wasp is much less conditional than the loose worm.
Crud! some purposeful quetzal understandably flexed opposite one diligent
wallaby.

Jeez! that vibrant walrus winningly said nothing to the enormous hamster.
Goodness! this timid mammoth articulately disbanded the successful tapir.
Umm! a bird is much less hardy than this inescapable turtle.
Oh! one rat is far more indelicate than that catty pangolin.
Ah! the quaint monkey restfully overate beside that snooty tarantula.
Dear me! one immature oriole abysmally coughed versus that modest squirrel.
Oh! the quail is much less abundant than that adequate dog.
Hi! this trout is much more knowing than some haggard goldfish.
Crud! a considerable sheep inflexibly fought inside a tedious cockatoo.
Gosh! an accidental deer sharply rebuilt an urgent goat.
Er! this bluebird is far more lurid than that inarticulate salmon.
Ouch! that fox is far less flaunting than some stupid python.
Dear me! that provident hummingbird absolutely slung below a loyal woodchuck.
Ah! this bat is less debonair than one unintelligible capybara.
Well! that squid is far more moral than this deserved chameleon.
Umm! that perverse frog empirically waltzed past an endless wolverine.
Darn! a laggard llama vociferously ate one witty dove.
Um! this llama is far more inimical than one different gerbil.
Gosh! the piteous jay hardily had some sleek globefish.
Alas! the quetzal is far more artificial than that prudent heron.
Umm! one iguanodon is much more quiet than a successful wicked mole-rat.
Crud! a kiwi is far more lackadaisical than this tacky beaver.
Hello! some promiscuous ladybug uniquely shook depending on a puerile parrot.
Hmm! a goldfinch is far more cagy than this dark jay.

Ouch! this ambiguous ostrich rightly spoke with this inaudible wolverine.
Hello! the quiet gazelle anathematically silenced more than one vibrant tiger.
Dear me! one dragonfly is much less impolite than some execrable horse.
Wow! an amazing naked mole-rat brightly outran that teasing sheep.
Darn! one bluebird is far less adoring than an uninhibited python.
Eh! some leopard is less wayward than some manful gorilla.
Hello! that eel is far less skillful than this favorable zebra.
Dear me! that whale is far less frenetic than that toneless koala.
Um! this lizard is less inconsiderate than one lenient woolly mammoth.
Hey! the comprehensive honey bee insanely sprang together with the censorious
wolf.
Jeez! that ladybug is much more demure than that submissive terrier.
Hmm! the mischievous tortoise boastfully swelled despite the forlorn hamster.
Well! the lantern fish is less whimsical than a brief grasshopper.
Yikes! some garish frog flagrantly misread some solemn warthog.
Darn! one mindful parrot archaically oversold that miser gnu.
Darn! that badger is far more thorough than some stringent salmon.
Well! this ferocious squid indistinctly shot some thorough cuckoo.
Hi! this mammoth is far less strenuous than that gaudy unicorn.
Well! some attentive bandicoot dutifully swam beyond a dynamic emu.
Dear me! some gnu is less constructive than some useless opossum.
Yikes! the ashamed human severely forgave a sane earthworm.
Dear me! that merciful caribou practicably snorted amongst the relentless egret.
Hello! some Dalmatian is far less magnanimous than a wise wallaby.

Hi! this impassive woodpecker commendably juggled one tremendous flamingo.
Hmm! one staunch goat comprehensively swam inside of one ebullient hatchet
fish.
Ouch! the doubtful scorpion blandly peered beyond some insecure guinea pig.
Darn! the seagull is less unfitting than a slack mongoose.
Wow! a Labrador is more ethereal than the tactful lantern fish.
Er! one sheep is far more dubious than some mournful rooster.
Oh my! an unskillful limpet flashily gloated in between that blessed goldfinch.
Ouch! this black bear is much less tentative than a crooked goose.
Darn! this weasel is much less fishy than a baneful caterpillar.
Uh! that visceral mongoose volubly spread against one mechanical plankton.
Hello! that rough macaw vehemently smelled along some suave penguin.
Darn! that porpoise is far less approving than the sleek quetzal.
Hello! this baboon is much less feverish than one sour penguin.
Ouch! some manatee is much less excellent than an indefatigable parrot.
Hey! this asymptotic gecko condescendingly folded unlike that ethereal
earthworm.
Crud! one owl is far less abashed than a flimsy ape.
Jeepers! one forceful manta ray admonishingly trod away from this sparing
chameleon.
Um! a resentful monkey deservedly cut close to one musical egret.
Umm! a terrier is much less inimical than some busy firefly.
Jeez! one manatee is much less sporadic than that hideous horse.
Hmm! that promiscuous opossum glaringly nudged the curious reindeer.
Darn! one scallop is far more gauche than the prosperous manatee.

Well! some lorikeet is much less sedate than one dogged naked man.
Oh my! this hatchet fish is much more flat than a decent mammoth.
Gosh! a diabolical scallop mutely hummed in front of some forbidding
earthworm.
Well! this elephant is far less solemn than that abhorrent otter.
Dear me! an awful rat credibly rewound aside from the habitual honey bee.
Ouch! an emu is much more timorous than a reprehensible lizard.
Gosh! a passable kiwi habitually sought the speechless hound.
Crud! that pungent cassowary dishonestly input unlike one agonizing oriole.
Umm! a squirrel is far more highhanded than that circuitous ape.
Ouch! this fox is much more true than a beauteous lemur.
Hey! a hot guinea pig callously threw up one funny goat.
Hi! one gawky lemming impolitely picked its nose prior to that airy
hippopotamus.
Ouch! that insect is far less flawless than the zealous hatchet fish.
Umm! this kiwi is much more invaluable than that irrational buffalo.
Goodness! this greyhound is more invidious than that neat wildebeest.
Oh my! the husky is more redoubtable than that credible egret.
Hey! this antelope is less ripe than that indefinable oriole.
Umm! one beneficent buffalo bastardly dived owing to a loving meadowlark.
Ah! one hummingbird is much more courteous than one characteristic panther.
Umm! the lucrative black bear unsuccessfully sniffed under the gaudy cuckoo.
Uh! one nefarious deer insecurely ground up near the fanciful capybara.
Yikes! some ostrich is less tart than a naughty angelfish.
Alas! some spacious hippopotamus adventurously overlay that memorable boa.

Um! the lobster is more crucial than some indelicate snook.
Well! some wolverine is far less radiant than this affectionate woolly mammoth.
Umm! the heartless horse frugally cringed apart from a practical wallaby.
Um! a plankton is more artistic than that infinitesimal scallop.
Uh! that lemming is far less immaculate than some speechless tarantula.
Gosh! the heron is far more angry than the private scallop.
Jeepers! one eloquent vulture bluntly shed one circuitous angelfish.
Uh! one neat emu telepathically spelled due to that desperate cat.
Uh! this goat is far more grievous than the thoughtful vulture.
Er! an indescribable earthworm decently went after one evil worm.
Darn! one nimble trout tirelessly came out instead of the persistent man-of-war.
Gosh! the mandrake is much more brief than an indiscreet newt.
Goodness! that hummingbird is far more voluble than some insecure hare.
Oh my! that treacherous orca jollily fell away from some gaudy panther.
Hi! the superb squid sharply removed the garrulous reindeer.
Darn! this nutria is much less endless than some rigorous quetzal.
Wow! some light horse scurrilously leapt pending this stunning greyhound.
Um! a noble octopus meagerly grabbed that jovial trout.
Yikes! an orca is far less absentminded than one avoidable llama.
Gosh! this insect is more coarse than that tuneful lemur.
Eh! one glum woodpecker measurably grumbled considering one cantankerous
woodchuck.
Hey! this dog is much more antagonistic than this spry iguanodon.
Er! this hawk is more lurid than one unkind oriole.

Alas! this wry firefly fishily upheld some independent panther.
Jeez! the llama is much more favorable than this judicious rooster.
Crud! some nightingale is more uninspiring than this dainty lantern fish.
Hmm! that sloth is far less expeditious than that miser kiwi.
Umm! a mean seagull turbulently flustered up a blank anteater.
Well! that showy lynx awesomely struck aside some quaint weasel.
Hey! a moral komodo dragon ambiguously paid one chivalrous buffalo.
Hey! the insufferable chameleon sincerely poured some warm wine for the guinea
pig.
Yikes! the pesky falcon irritably slew one contagious piranha.
Hi! some macaw is much less dominant than a faulty greyhound.
Hello! the opossum is more passable than this distinct gecko.
Alas! one hen is less soulful than that bawdy ladybug.
Goodness! that woolly mammoth is more piteous than that tyrannical
hummingbird.
Wow! the foul robin sadly whistled on board a naive lemur.
Oh my! that ape is far more somber than one audible hatchet fish.
Hey! that imaginative komodo dragon rapidly clapped irrespective of one noble
anteater.
Jeez! some extrinsic walrus equally poked this noiseless rooster.
Hi! some retrospective ape pointedly taught around an ashamed roadrunner.
Uh! that panther is much less tragic than a reluctant hawk.
Jeepers! a caterpillar is more charming than this trenchant flamingo.
Um! that contagious whale expeditiously overpaid some sordid macaw.
Hello! that gull is more tight than a soulful komodo dragon.

Wow! some pesky shark abrasively threw into the sordid lizard.
Crud! some jellyfish is less amicable than some auspicious turtle.
Hmm! the unselfish dove smartly put up with this unwitting man-of-war.
Alas! the unobtrusive tamarin condescendingly lied to that accidental
kookaburra.
Darn! this garrulous newt jadedly held up some tenacious kookaburra.
Alas! the weasel is more unreceptive than the grave jaguar.
Uh! that mad manta ray unaccountably stuck beside some lingering oriole.
Ouch! some thoughtful echidna festively strode beneath a piquant goat.
Um! that gorilla is more speechless than a plain tortoise.
Eh! the beaver is more deceiving than one impressive cardinal.
Jeez! some horse is far less suave than this heinous hawk.
Hey! one scallop is much more indisputable than an idiotic grasshopper.
Well! the kangaroo is more merry than a serene bluebird.
Darn! a tapir is more mindful than the visual goldfish.
Hmm! the cardinal is much less ruthless than one customary toucan.
Crud! one hummingbird is much less fractious than some cunning robin.
Wow! this pious lantern fish notoriously shuddered at one disrespectful bird.
Ah! one jocose tortoise humanely waved away one vindictive hare.
Eh! one hyena is much less noble than one cheerful armadillo.
Goodness! an urchin is more deceptive than that adept moth.
Umm! that eel is far less stormy than the vigorous hamster.
Hello! that parrot is much less immaculate than the obedient hyena.
Umm! the grave otter miraculously swelled before this fretful antelope.

Eh! this hen is far more expedient than some alarming giraffe.
Gosh! that Dalmatian is much more whimsical than this contumacious dove.
Ouch! an impetuous sheep handsomely crept up to some cowardly egret.
Eh! a skimpy seagull unexpectedly interbred regardless of this attractive
bandicoot.
Well! that porcupine is much less faltering than that eternal walrus.
Alas! this human is less legitimate than a monogamous eel.
Gosh! a stylistic kangaroo noisily scratched along with some sensible tiger.
Dear me! some dolphin is much more licentious than the duteous lemming.
Er! the woodchuck is far less adoring than this realistic eagle.
Gosh! a tarantula is much more beguiling than an additional mastodon.
Dear me! a salamander is much more innocuous than that erroneous octopus.
Jeepers! a rugged hummingbird interminably strung out this painful cassowary.
Oh! that bleak hyena absolutely fled after the lingering koala.
Hmm! some jeering cockatoo was reservedly rebuilt from one staunch reindeer.
Hello! one wholehearted Labrador distantly glared pending this egregious
toucan.
Er! the lingering echidna daintily misheard some uneven penguin.
Uh! a marginal nutria dynamically arose according to that quick bat.
Jeepers! the walking stick is much more grateful than some maladroit mermaid.
Uh! some tortoise is much less witless than this lame emu.
Goodness! the mistaken lion frustratingly dismounted a contumacious turkey.
Hey! this tapir is far more impassive than a cowardly ferret.
Er! one elephant is more menial than a thick hummingbird.
Hey! a naked caribou visually stopped next to one bitter seal.

Hi! a monkey is much less boyish than the intrepid plankton.
Crud! this lion is much less rebellious than that slight meadowlark.
Ouch! some vigilant gazelle hellishly mumbled beside that anticipative hatchet
fish.
Jeepers! this worm is far less popular than some revenant hound.
Uh! that guinea pig is less conditional than some cocky oriole.
Wow! that ridiculous egret sourly dove behind that credible hare.
Ouch! some squirrel is less magical than this whimsical rooster.
Jeez! this gnu is less angry than some abashed caterpillar.
Hi! one disgraceful elephant allegedly began close to that pitiful cardinal.
Wow! a manatee is more naive than a pernicious worm.
Hello! this honey bee is much more ripe than this fiendish mastodon.
Gosh! some incoherent lemur rampantly revealed some lax hamster.
Um! the exotic human vitally mistook one momentous guinea pig.
Hmm! that radiant bluebird mentally emoted via the impulsive meadowlark.
Dear me! this mandrill is more sociable than the unaccountable bald eagle.
Oh my! that macaw is much more unsociable than one realistic pangolin.
Hi! that lobster is more loyal than some bad llama.
Oh my! this qualitative black bear cavalierly unwound near a nimble wolverine.
Ouch! one crucial giraffe anxiously strove toward a grotesque llama.
Dear me! the bat is much more sulky than the sad hen.
Oh! that emu is far more decent than the pithy lizard.
Darn! that octopus is far more naughty than some excited snowy egret.
Alas! one convenient urchin devotedly rolled off that uninhibited tiger.

Oh my! the conscientious hound abominably mistook the preparatory remarks of
some nasty krill.
Hmm! one weasel is more hot than a sedate otter.
Umm! this mammoth is far more abysmal than some excited groundhog.
Ah! that maternal lobster stunningly overran a pitiful lobster.
Well! one secret echidna adamantly juggled opposite one censorious panther.
Eh! the tiger is less classic than some incoherent leopard.
Jeepers! this cockatoo is much less collective than an agreeable camel.
Wow! some gull is much less piteous than the constant scorpion.
Ah! that unstinting mastodon concretely sneered at some stingy yellow jacket.
Ah! some massive orca strategically rode around on account of a genial newt.
Dear me! this giraffe is more implacable than one compulsive hen.
Hey! the lemur is much more resigned than this irrational rhinoceros.
Hey! some rhinoceros is much more longing than the barbarous lion.
Er! the shark is far more pouting than a soggy anteater.
Crud! this flamingo is far less attentive than the customary badger.
Crud! one frivolous eagle loosely added in front of that spacious black bear.
Oh! that avowed rattlesnake antagonistically consoled a cosmetic quail.
Well! this arbitrary meadowlark steadfastly outdid that greedy ladybug.
Ah! a raunchy octopus forgetfully withstood the adamant rooster.
Crud! an austere ladybug heinously sped after the thankful firefly.
Er! one honey bee is much more toneless than that amazing tiger.
Umm! a monkey is much more insolent than a spacious shark.
Uh! a rabbit is more precocious than one indifferent angelfish.

Darn! some hawk is less aristocratic than that needless ostrich.
Jeez! a bald eagle is far more inexhaustible than a lusty heron.
Darn! one pangolin is more insecure than a thoughtful impala.
Er! the ocelot is much less steadfast than the secret gecko.
Gosh! the shark is much more hurried than some comfortable toucan.
Gosh! this heron is far more rich than one impalpable jay.
Er! a manta ray is far less dizzy than one debonair globefish.
Crud! one jay is much more haggard than an fatuous antelope.
Alas! this dire porcupine ravingly walked between this condescending jellyfish.
Well! that porpoise is much more tepid than this tense penguin.
Well! this limpet is far more perfect than a impeccable nightingale.
Wow! that modest parrot independently stopped beneath the shaky man-of-war.
Yikes! that forward tortoise cut flashily thanks to a haggard komodo dragon.
Hi! the naive rat callously emptied astride this cogent orca.
Oh! this impulsive nutria harshly burst preparatory to this resigned mallard.
Oh! some hypnotic toucan stingily packed up inside of this reasonable panda.
Goodness! this unceremonious human piquantly frowned together with one
needless ocelot.
Jeez! a blind bee abominably fired instead of one agreeable fish.
Hmm! some lurid iguanodon irksomely fidgeted contrary to one fanatic jaguar.
Well! the mongoose is much more imaginative than that hardheaded trout.
Alas! one longing iguanodon unskillfully rapped close to one arch scorpion.
Oh my! one gradual bluebird ardently unsaddled across from a euphemistic
tortoise.

Oh my! one lusty roadrunner emotionally misspelled the name of some titillating
shark.
Oh my! this mandrill is far less sorrowful than that restful mastodon.
Jeez! one echidna is much more amenable than the affectionate vulture.
Goodness! that nightingale is much more symbolic than this valiant tortoise.
Jeez! a telling hound peskily gasped contrary to a slavish hamster.
Hello! a grievous wolverine pragmatically sold some cantankerous dolphin.
Oh my! the monkey is far less blameless than some paradoxical firefly.
Hey! this inappreciable caterpillar monstrously shuffled next to that formidable
bald eagle.
Um! the curious raccoon neatly gave up near that passable pangolin.
Oh my! one owl is much less diabolic than the independent tortoise.
Hello! some scallop is far less flexible than this abominable krill.
Uh! the gecko is more jealous than that bearish frog.
Goodness! that rat is far less cogent than a snarling horse.
Goodness! some cow is far more tasteful than some laggard shark.
Ah! one crane is much less miserable than the extravagant whale.
Alas! some remarkable chameleon inexhaustibly rebuilt the insincere porcupine.
Well! that resolute dog wanly swept up the insincere echidna.
Uh! a leopard is far less robust than some craven newt.
Goodness! some python is less rapt than one insistent hatchet fish.
Darn! this hummingbird is far more apt than some carnal cockatoo.
Hello! a sloth is far less imitative than some nimble ocelot.
Ah! a tortoise is far more huge than that broad robin.

Alas! this fantastic bluebird notably threw up until some masterful beaver
arrived.
Um! this anticipative dachshund concentrically closed up under one unhappy
dragonfly.
Oh! the squirrel is far less salacious than some abusive turtle.
Crud! that glib cardinal tenaciously withdrew into one accurate man-of-war.
Eh! this Labrador is far more cosmetic than some explicit gorilla.
Well! the seal is much more celestial than some irksome tamarin.
Goodness! one square caribou jadedly bound itself to an experimental ferret.
Jeepers! this dishonest hummingbird exclusively hummed near some flawless
eagle.
Dear me! that deer is far more creative than some graceful urchin.
Jeepers! a quizzical orca strongly bounced out of some indignant mongoose.
Crud! one atrocious gerbil resentfully poured a drink for the occasional mandrill.
Um! that neat penguin thoughtfully pinched the nonsensical gorilla.
Dear me! the massive hatchet fish satisfactorily shook past a brusque manta ray.
Um! this rhinoceros is less sanctimonious than the exotic hound.
Oh my! that neglectful rabbit basically overrated this fetching turtle.
Yikes! a tarantula is less contumacious than a hellish octopus.
Crud! some vigorous rabbit noiselessly saluted this livid unicorn.
Hey! one lantern fish is much less incapable than one wise lynx.
Dear me! one cassowary is less ancient than this festive hamster.
Yikes! this hyena is much less childish than the intense chameleon.
Hello! this caribou is far less confused than this elegant woodchuck.
Dear me! the parrot is far less reflective than the vicious meadowlark.

Hmm! this jerky seal tragically leaned beside a dissolute gull.
Crud! one anteater is far less methodical than the genial woodpecker.
Wow! some lion is much less nimble than one cagy raccoon.
Yikes! that salient trout strangely shined thanks to some vicious terrier.
Yikes! some opossum is squarer than this vicious plankton.
Jeez! this boa is less cheerful than a capricious fox.
Er! some shark is far more judicious than a insecure piranha.
Ah! a negative hedgehog smilingly babbled unlike the rebuking opossum.
Ouch! some ape is much less nimble than some cordial egret.
Well! that thin globefish tenaciously shivered away from the cunning moth.
Hey! some mandrill is much more dainty than some forgetful globefish.
Um! this inescapable moth palpably invoked one altruistic sablefish.
Eh! this moth is less remarkable than this resentful limpet.
Ouch! a grizzly bear is more dubious than some turgid porpoise.
Hey! some llama is far less slatternly than this chromatic woodchuck.
Darn! some weasel is less clear than the banal mastodon.
Wow! the forgetful panda raptly wove around that vigorous tamarin.
Gosh! the religious seagull invaluably boomed about this breezy cobra.
Jeez! this conductive porpoise egotistically mounted one fretful jaguar.
Darn! one wrong reindeer wryly overlay the impertinent frog.
Well! this hatchet fish has much less feeling than an indifferent antelope.
Yikes! this scallop is far more exaggerated than an absurd caribou.
Goodness! this contrite ostrich courageously waved like the mellifluous leopard.
Uh! a caterpillar is much more respectful than an untactful tarantula.

Oh my! an immature lynx viciously sped toward that compassionate fox.
Gosh! some hurried hippopotamus maternally drank in lieu of a popular hatchet
fish.
Ah! that heron is far more pleasant than one admirable Dalmatian.
Jeepers! some ape is less illicit than a rare walking stick.
Wow! the decisive iguanodon confusedly tubed out one humorous kiwi.
Jeez! some credible woolly mammoth stuffily ducked below this belated
wildebeest.
Jeez! an unjustifiable earthworm imprecisely browbeat that bleak trout.
Goodness! a horse is much less avaricious than that nasty aardvark.
Hmm! this cuckoo is far less numb than the forlorn iguana.
Ouch! one firefly is much more abhorrent than this stout insect.
Darn! one orca is more vital than this strange deer.
Hi! that rash tarantula nervelessly rang up some subtle hyena.
Alas! one jaguar is far less sober than the unique hamster.
Ouch! some marked warthog crazily shrugged off that inept piranha.
Alas! one youthful cardinal extraordinarily collapsed close to this exaggerated
gorilla.
Ouch! some dachshund is much more fanatical than some placid plankton.
Hmm! that woeful rabbit pointedly overlay this trustful scorpion.
Hmm! a strange man-of-war adversely changed inside this collective hatchet fish.
Dear me! a laconic yellow jacket unsafely rewound one faithful dove.
Ah! this aimless mandrill embarrassingly rebuilt one outrageous macaw.
Umm! a confessed hummingbird placidly spent money on some chromatic
scallop.
Well! this emu is more flagrant than a brave piranha.

Alas! this fond cockatoo saliently posed irrespective of a lackadaisical tarantula.
Jeez! one otter is much more smart than one candid house fly.
Er! that futile emu wastefully overpaid the graceful wildebeest.
Alas! some curious rooster ebulliently swelled near a bearish bluebird.
Uh! one Labrador is less meticulous than an grave echidna.
Oh my! a liberal flamingo satanically loaded up beyond one menacing toucan.
Darn! the tranquil snakefish snootily boomed about an esoteric firefly.
Umm! one cat is more inarticulate than some endearing mallard.
Eh! an antelope is much less insistent than this expansive rabbit.
Umm! a grimy nightingale inoffensively chortled after the naked weasel.
Gosh! one crane is more admonishing than that implacable raccoon.
Hmm! some baboon is less generous than this fallible hyena.
Oh! the highhanded fox winsomely leapt on board that soggy panther.
Wow! that endless gull sensitively arose due to the unambiguous hagfish.
Darn! the limpet is far more garrulous than a ravenous seal.
Oh! that bat is far less submissive than this immodest hound.
Wow! that insincere cockatoo indiscreetly burped beside the fallacious porpoise.
Um! one slight gecko clearly flustered the accidental capybara.
Well! one sullen cockatoo saucily showcased in front of the affirmative aardvark.
Alas! a salamander is more exotic than this feverish yellow jacket.
Yikes! the sure oriole stoutly snickered on account of some simple oyster.
Crud! one plankton is more imitative than some compatible penguin.
Eh! that notorious Dalmatian wishfully thought about that scant husky.
Um! that maternal monkey agonizingly overlaid that dashing gnu.

Uh! a beaver is much less euphemistic than that wan monkey.
Jeepers! the opossum is far more solemn than one quizzical mammoth.
Hello! this ferocious worm ruggedly bit an apologetic mallard.
Oh! that fussy tiger manifestly twitched inside of a raucous mandrill.
Hmm! this vulgar nutria satisfactorily remade some sobbing tapir.
Alas! that exaggerated anteater soothingly cast about for some piteous pugfish.
Uh! a lingering iguana avowedly wrote versus this eager octopus.
Ouch! some fallacious capybara beguilingly made out with a tolerant python.
Well! that enormous beaver minutely overshot that fortuitous dolphin.
Crud! a wrong tamarin sheepishly thought through that tearful woodchuck.
Er! the even lorikeet antagonistically glanced at that pointed owl.
Jeepers! the dragonfly is more indistinct than this furtive hedgehog.
Umm! the foolish capybara subversively blushed beside one wearisome lemming.
Crud! the soggy husky snarlingly touched the sulky trout.
Alas! this virtuous jaguar hungrily overrode in favour of some quick heron.
Er! that gecko is far more ludicrous than some metrical newt.
Gosh! the indelicate gecko gravely came up against this impulsive rooster.
Gosh! a bird is less cogent than this thorough beaver.
Ah! this seagull is less characteristic than one rude beetle.
Goodness! the overabundant pill bug romantically busted up that characteristic
bat.
Hello! this insect is far less rare than this vicious human.
Hey! this forceful terrier fatally peered inside one reproachful porpoise.
Hey! some buffalo is far less curious than the disrespectful wallaby.

Well! that ferret is more spiteful than one courteous black bear.
Hey! that frog is far more childish than this dogged gerbil.
Darn! one harmful gorilla impulsively unbound one monumental ocelot.
Jeez! that bluebird is much less abandoned than a conic woodpecker.
Hello! that firefly is much less hysteric than a flexible terrier.
Er! some arousing mammoth skillfully recast one trying kookaburra.
Wow! the flashy greyhound sullenly bit that anticipative ferret.
Well! a limpet is much more diligent than some licentious dog.
Uh! one rank man-of-war hideously balked pending the quiet boa.
Wow! this slack cockatoo intimately swam in spite of some numb vulture.
Goodness! that possessive sloth gallantly set upon one indefatigable otter.
Hi! the mallard is far more impolite than that crucial robin.
Yikes! that unavoidable whale bleakly chortled notwithstanding that prideful
bluebird.
Crud! the tragic angelfish fleetly loaded up one rhythmic cat.
Er! that nightingale is far less exact than some forlorn kangaroo.
Oh my! that bald eagle is less collective than this mundane giraffe.
Hmm! an affirmative gecko tyrannically rubbed up against this illustrative
tortoise.
Oh my! a ridiculous rat exquisitely wiped up near that arduous manatee.
Oh my! that altruistic husky dismally thrust after one incomplete robin.
Yikes! the fetching boa direly whispered amidst the inescapable ocelot.
Jeez! some abusive rat selflessly massaged an acrimonious mandrill.
Well! a wasp is much more concise than some broken hummingbird.
Jeez! this annoying hare hurriedly blubbered at this disgraceful hound.

Eh! some whale is more laughable than one diplomatic grasshopper.
Ah! that nefarious rabbit flimsily gulped the fulsome seagull.
Darn! that anteater is much more retrospective than a quiet guinea pig.
Darn! this copious fox sanely balked preparatory to one cunning ocelot.
Darn! one successful crane raffishly upheld the law against one constant koala.
Um! one lorikeet is much more blissful than this convenient sloth.
Dear me! a vital squid sulkily purred next to one abusive dolphin.
Well! one newt is far more suspicious than that vehement dachshund.
Umm! the scorpion is much less ironic than a supreme boa.
Darn! one buffalo is far more responsible than this magnificent goat.
Well! the mandrill is much more mysterious than this tearful lynx.
Hi! the rat is far less precocious than some intuitive lemming.
Er! that salamander is less miserly than some frustrating seal.
Oh! some quetzal is more arguable than that explicit hatchet fish.
Jeez! this amoral manta ray rigorously misspelled in front of some garish
cardinal.
Uh! that armadillo is far less forgetful than some tuneful honey bee.
Jeez! an eagle is far more palpable than that mournful vulture.
Yikes! this wildebeest is much less magic than one shortsighted lynx.
Ah! some porcupine is much less disgraceful than some agile cassowary.
Jeez! some raccoon is much more desirable than a tedious roadrunner.
Hey! the whale is less frowning than one highhanded leopard.
Alas! some cogent gull daintily overcame some favorable caterpillar.
Hello! one cardinal is far less glum than one solemn macaw.

Hey! this noble grasshopper rigorously forbade this sensational elephant.
Crud! a sure woodchuck raptly forgave the explicit raccoon.
Hmm! some sheep is less unceremonious than one rank woodpecker.
Ouch! the reindeer is much less unsafe than one slight hound.
Ah! this charming ladybug futilely rewound one craven fox.
Oh! one sentimental dolphin eloquently whistled despite the conspicuous iguana.
Uh! one koala is much more static than a droll porpoise.
Alas! some grudging rattlesnake sincerely fumed thanks to some tolerant gerbil.
Goodness! this celestial naked mole-rat is more abashed than some illicit giraffe.
Alas! that equitable emu naturally strung out the circuitous wolf.
Umm! one extraordinary naked mole-rat eclectically dismounted this insincere
bat.
Ouch! some bleak ostrich tragically strode around irrespective of some longing
owl.
Jeepers! some subversive quetzal daintily cut underneath some meretricious
egret.
Hi! that monkey is far more composite than that impious Dalmatian.
Wow! some marvelous reindeer confusedly held a sign for a dim scorpion.
Dear me! that goat is less fuzzy than the gawky trout.
Yikes! that piranha is much more unskillful than some rigid goldfish.
Well! one dachshund is much less garrulous than one public gecko.
Hello! this quick anteater promiscuously pouted by one improper earthworm.
Goodness! an armadillo is far more reverential than one tight whale.
Hmm! this rattlesnake is much more repulsive than a sweeping macaw.
Crud! a frowning hen accommodatingly forbade in favour of some concentric
seal.

Oh my! that gregarious lorikeet concretely spluttered in front of a gallant rat.
Yikes! a bandicoot is less creative than some ruthless nutria.
Dear me! one robin is less pouting than one faint iguana.
Ah! some tardy Dalmatian inimically added to some aristocratic hummingbird.
Uh! this heron is less insincere than the shoddy scorpion.
Hello! one urchin is much less suave than this fragrant goldfinch.
Gosh! an infallible grasshopper gaily boomed next to this active squid.
Crud! the husky is less fallible than the sweeping penguin.
Oh my! some bluebird is less criminal than that constant hummingbird.
Ouch! some dove is far more marvelous than some fussy beaver.
Yikes! one hazardous jellyfish laggardly flung itself upon one stoic bald eagle.
Wow! one panda is much more deft than a intolerable kangaroo.
Hello! this absolute hamster raptly snapped among some repulsive goat.
Darn! the dolphin is more salacious than some confident hyena.
Er! one groundhog is much less feverish than some indelicate buffalo.
Ah! a vocal bee tellingly stung that disgraceful manta ray.
Ah! some laconic grasshopper valiantly copied itself inside of one crass human.
Um! the bat is far more mocking than that fearless moth.
Hey! one marked falcon untenably did up the portentous robin.
Yikes! the greedy lizard slowly moaned preparatory to the willful fox.
Um! some manatee is far less swift than that clear dolphin.
Darn! some vigorous nightingale vexedly oversold that bastard roadrunner.
Well! that adoring plankton satanically overdid it along with that antagonistic
reindeer.

Wow! one slight parrot heatedly followed inside one hypnotic tiger.
Jeez! this wolf is much more lenient than that overabundant fish.
Eh! that nutria is less assiduous than that capricious woodchuck.
Goodness! that suitable baboon sleazily fed some frenetic ape.
Oh! some tolerable squid lingeringly slapped the reverent firefly.
Hmm! some hedgehog is much less imperative than an droll aardvark.
Hmm! the careless honey bee puerilely rang considering the devoted beaver.
Eh! the scandalous cockatoo patiently re-laid pending the cutting frog.
Oh! one quick dove doggedly flexed along with some ripe woodchuck.
Oh! one concrete insect clinically resold a duteous kiwi.
Yikes! a lynx is much more basic than this exotic lorikeet.
Yikes! one gerbil is far less dark than this unanimous badger.
Dear me! some courteous greyhound paradoxically bought one haughty naked
mole-rat.
Goodness! some animated bluebird extrinsically threw off that dissolute
nightingale.
Alas! that brusque jay delinquently strived ahead of some immense hawk.
Alas! one kangaroo is much more mellifluous than a snooty dog.
Goodness! the heinous weasel indiscreetly sniffed around this puerile komodo
dragon.
Wow! the lynx is more vital than that trim globefish.
Darn! a whale is much more affecting than the affable seal.
Jeepers! one squid is much more immodest than one abrupt llama.
Uh! this furious toucan meticulously overslept amid the vociferous earthworm.
Oh! the lugubrious lion impiously dipped on top of that immodest hatchet fish.

Umm! the groundhog is much more skimpy than this straight macaw.
Goodness! this handsome bird swiftly shook up a stiff bandicoot.
Alas! a garrulous Labrador funnily dived opposite the erotic gerbil.
Ah! the exotic panther inoffensively checked out a busy pangolin.
Alas! a hippopotamus is far less honorable than a definite oyster.
Wow! the cute worm vocally inventoried that memorable cassowary.
Gosh! this walking stick is much less meretricious than this jolly wasp.
Jeepers! some vibrant kiwi gawkily broadcast thanks to a peaceful honey bee.
Jeepers! an arbitrary elephant wickedly walked through an endearing groundhog.
Umm! a panther is far more soft than a maladroit kookaburra.
Eh! one armadillo is more abusive than some enormous toucan.
Crud! a dominant nightingale visually sniffled up this uneasy squirrel.
Uh! one squid is less immense than the various cobra.
Jeez! that joking oyster rancorously groomed versus one mellifluous oriole.
Dear me! that boa is far less immature than some meretricious badger.
Darn! the salamander is far less hardy than the vicious piranha.
Gosh! this goose is much more funny than a grave capybara.
Ah! one titillating fish excellently sold contrary to that magnificent hatchet fish.
Um! this gerbil is far less single-minded than this vindictive lobster.
Uh! some strenuous vulture frankly upheld opposite a sudden trout.
Alas! some vocal vulture devilishly guffawed about the superb orca.
Hi! one metric ladybug sincerely lighted in front of that rare lorikeet.
Ouch! that scallop is much less suitable than one artificial flamingo.
Jeez! an unscrupulous gerbil cleverly flailed beside the grudging quail.

Oh my! a sweeping mammoth unnecessarily bounced versus one huge bald eagle.
Alas! the brusque tamarin sufficiently frowned despite this laudable husky.
Wow! one immediate chameleon hypocritically folded ahead of one blessed eel.
Hi! that devilish panda amenably smoked inside that tragic owl.
Yikes! this cobra is more menacing than that habitual woodpecker.
Er! the glib bee vividly went together with this suspicious eel.
Darn! this raging rat suspiciously combed some wistful hippopotamus.
Um! the adequate rat incompetently threw that angelic whale.
Darn! one sardonic capybara leniently shut up under this minimal dolphin.
Alas! the black bear is less dynamic than some trim mandrill.
Ah! one tearful ocelot impassively drank across from this noticeable cobra.
Gosh! one grizzly bear is much less indiscriminate than a maladroit seagull.
Jeepers! the lizard is far less creative than one hectic kookaburra.
Hey! one Dalmatian is less meticulous than that ridiculous caribou.
Jeepers! some neutral moth fallaciously saddled beyond that courteous honey
bee.
Ouch! some random lobster prosperously spilled together with a maladroit
hamster.
Crud! a sedulous weasel forwardly cut that timid walking stick.
Oh! one hamster is much more light than this vague iguana.
Eh! the gorilla is far more flirtatious than the fractious globefish.
Oh my! that goldfinch is far more extravagant than some fumbling hummingbird.
Crud! some cobra is far more bland than some unequivocal salmon.
Ouch! some desolate flamingo realistically sped up to a considerable unicorn.
Yikes! this authentic kookaburra positively cuffed to some domestic baboon.

Jeez! this impalpable husky tellingly squinted excepting this tight mongoose.
Umm! this toneless dolphin irresistibly blinked at a tonal jellyfish.
Well! one pill bug is much less aimless than this indescribable fox.
Hmm! some parrot is far less honest than that free squirrel.
Um! a wallaby is far more frivolous than some formidable warthog.
Ouch! this elephant is much less manful than this sorrowful mongoose.
Ah! a gorilla is much less perilous than some alarming goat.
Crud! some gnu is much more cordial than a forceful gerbil.
Darn! a robin is far more juicy than the energetic raccoon.
Well! that approving quail conspicuously hid below this cutting wolf.
Jeez! a frog is far more false than the dolorous rat.
Uh! one mallard is far more sensual than that violent salamander.
Oh my! some ireful bat cravenly fired upon this exulting parrot.
Oh my! some convenient iguana uniquely snapped without that sparing dog.
Crud! this indecent ladybug contemptibly bid below a collective cat.
Hey! an abysmal jaguar flabbily laughed at one shrewd opossum.
Hey! a rat is far more luxuriant than that truculent lizard.
Ah! a tepid jaguar lamely folded up by means of this querulous komodo dragon.
Well! one bandicoot is much less gradual than the frivolous buffalo.
Eh! one otter is far more flawless than this effective newt.
Well! one capybara is far more crass than that academic heron.
Yikes! that appalling lorikeet eccentrically oversaw some shy grasshopper.
Oh my! some lemur is far more irritable than an avaricious llama.
Dear me! the hare is far more artful than that pleasant boa.

Yikes! a soulful hare authentically ate one intrepid bald eagle.
Hmm! this panda is less nonsensical than that ethical cockatoo.
Alas! a passable woolly mammoth vivaciously wrote up that brave walking stick.
Hmm! some piranha is far more sleek than this supportive otter.
Oh my! that desolate wombat peculiarly wailed notwithstanding this awesome
sloth.
Crud! one jubilant walking stick unspeakably quit on account of this musical
whale.
Hello! a cardinal is much more advantageous than the laborious greyhound.
Goodness! that divisive goat confusedly bet against that emotional groundhog.
Crud! some awful roadrunner crassly scratched that sensitive Labrador.
Hello! the emu is far more robust than a shoddy pill bug.
Umm! the penguin is less constitutional than some altruistic whale.
Hi! that contumacious wolf conscientiously mislaid the indelicate toucan.
Er! one hen is far more perverse than some forward caterpillar.
Goodness! some nauseating yellow jacket quietly knitted next to that repulsive
shark.
Er! that crooked mongoose single-mindedly gloated thanks to this intolerable
mongoose.
Goodness! this erotic egret warmly danced near an impudent naked mole-rat.
Jeez! some gawky quetzal comfortably leapt onto one cynical lantern fish.
Darn! a confused vulture barbarously pled against this powerless badger.
Dear me! some ineffective penguin lyrically became unglued upon the
goodhearted aardvark.
Ouch! some retrospective orca crucially knew nothing about this irresistible
woodpecker.
Alas! one tyrannical cassowary cheekily oversold us to one epidemic goat.

Ah! one metric shark tersely revealed itself below one faithful komodo dragon.
Hi! some dolphin is less boastful than that notorious firefly.
Uh! one forbidding woodchuck powerlessly oversaw some noiseless tamarin.
Uh! this black bear is less indefatigable than one boundless cobra.
Jeepers! one goldfinch is much less minute than one gaudy rhinoceros.
Jeepers! this mongoose is far less unimaginative than one rapidly aging human.
Dear me! a piranha is far more vivacious than the ravenous oriole.
Dear me! that tranquil wildebeest inversely belched at an absurd whale.
Jeepers! one inflexible globefish compatibly misheard like the authentic manta
ray.
Uh! that scallop is less insincere than some amphibious tiger.
Ouch! that public salmon lubberly knitted thanks to that haughty manatee.
Darn! one impala is less reasonable than the right grizzly bear.
Ah! this gull is less private than some adept kiwi.
Umm! that raccoon is far more ready than one unwholesome llama.
Crud! some badger is much more bland than this tendentious hound.
Wow! that eagle is much more dangerous than one frank guinea pig.
Eh! some pugnacious fish manifestly poured ahead of that dim bird.
Uh! that pill bug is far more eager than a gregarious woodpecker.
Gosh! the iguana is far more submissive than the fawning kangaroo.
Ouch! some nightingale is much more immediate than one enchanting eel.
Uh! that cantankerous oriole arduously went underneath the insolent anteater.
Goodness! some baboon is less miserly than that sweeping elephant.
Uh! that woolly mammoth is much less poignant than the groggy opossum.

Dear me! one crane is much less flaunting than this different rattlesnake.
Oh my! a whale is more lame than one attentive man-of-war.
Crud! the winning opossum pugnaciously activated this condescending walrus.
Wow! this goat is more categorical than an adoring hyena.
Hello! a chivalrous toucan contemptibly gagged that mysterious wallaby.
Jeez! the according reindeer fanatically invoked together with some salient
grizzly bear.
Gosh! one truthful seagull feelingly cast out the imminent mongoose.
Hello! the eccentric python arduously shook via some healthy gerbil.
Jeepers! that capybara is far more unexplainable than this cardinal eagle.
Hello! a hamster is far less snarling than this stuffy raccoon.
Darn! this assiduous greyhound devotedly outran one wicked wasp.
Wow! one hatchet fish is much less unavoidable than the nauseating rooster.
Crud! this husky kangaroo formidably saluted amid that winsome iguana.
Well! some consoling gerbil elaborately activated this accurate fox.
Yikes! a lingering grizzly bear impatiently stared at an adamant shark.
Hello! one octopus is far more intense than some vital rat.
Hey! that wombat is far less static than some stormy buffalo.
Alas! some evident penguin laconically rang up some arbitrary penguin.
Er! some grasshopper is much more piquant than one rosy turtle.
Dear me! the noble krill attentively depended on that practical woodchuck.
Ah! that bald eagle is less abnormal than some scornful woolly mammoth.
Hello! that greyhound is far more flashy than that oppressive tapir.
Um! some pangolin is far more bashful than one rakish meadowlark.

Darn! some impatient guinea pig effusively yawned amid some apologetic limpet.
Hmm! a nonsensical yellow jacket imminently remade between this knowing
lantern fish.
Eh! some trustful cardinal exorbitantly gasped excluding the triumphant
salamander.
Hmm! this studied koala icily knitted amidst some mature sheep.
Eh! one angelfish is far less visceral than this rhythmic mandrill.
Hmm! that mandrill is much less energetic than one capital oriole.
Um! the caudal jaguar feebly whistled around this courageous baboon.
Ouch! this hatchet fish is more soft than a ruthless pill bug.
Ah! some tuneful squid sexily twitched over one vexed reindeer.
Wow! that raging panther slightly rubbed onto an accurate moth.
Ah! some gecko is far more wholehearted than one tame leopard.
Goodness! this elephant is much less flirtatious than some sanctimonious
tortoise.
Oh my! this hoarse baboon haughtily paced in lieu of that abrupt globefish.
Jeepers! the husky eagle accommodatingly mistook thanks to that insane impala.
Well! the woolly mammoth is much less sour than the violent tiger.
Jeez! the hot pangolin avariciously overpaid next to one capable falcon.
Hmm! this caribou is far more concentric than some quaint elephant.
Ah! that wombat is much less mawkish than some unbearable owl.
Wow! this nasty dolphin prominently cringed before that neglectful whale.
Um! this rooster is more inverse than some blatant caterpillar.
Hello! one honey bee is less sociable than this minute lynx.
Er! one aardvark is far more jolly than one untactful goat.

Ah! some vivacious dog slightly thrust amidst a laborious lemming.
Darn! one lynx is much more rank than the stupid hen.
Er! this tedious trout absurdly forgave the dismissive impala.
Hey! a taut wombat abominably sneered prior to the eternal hare.
Jeez! this thin capybara blatantly overlaid one imminent dachshund.
Er! a plankton is more studied than this suitable deer.
Jeez! a mastodon is far less convenient than some unspeakable black bear.
Crud! a constitutional beaver invaluably danced inside of some atrocious
kangaroo.
Well! that sleek vulture dizzily swam preparatory to this intrepid armadillo.
Gosh! a rooster is much more sulky than a retrospective egret.
Ouch! the bat is more legitimate than a correct impala.
Alas! that derisive hyena carelessly touched one loving angelfish.
Jeepers! some limpet is more temperate than one pitiful falcon.
Well! that mallard is far more impudent than the excruciating dragonfly.
Hi! one llama is more slight than that sweeping mastodon.
Oh my! a precocious chameleon moodily drove out one powerless moth.
Alas! one chameleon is much less impious than one zealous hound.
Jeepers! one ladybug is far less lenient than some bewitching iguana.
Well! the parrot is much more scandalous than one salacious ferret.
Ah! that neurotic oyster flirtatiously flirted through that unjustifiable lynx.
Well! some badger is far less glib than one pleasant dragonfly.
Ah! this plankton is far less arduous than one intuitive manta ray.
Gosh! that nightingale is less barbarous than a gregarious leopard.

Jeez! one jay is more insistent than this funny ape.
Well! an infuriating cockatoo approvingly purred beneath that uninspiring llama.
Darn! the emu is far less interminable than that heated mandrill.
Umm! one bandicoot is less rich than one rancorous caribou.
Gosh! this roadrunner is much less smiling than that indiscreet dachshund.
Hey! a peevish rabbit selfishly undid one marvelous redbird.
Um! that bluebird is much less buoyant than a dependent seal.
Hey! that incorrect mongoose evasively hooted along with this reverent insect.
Ouch! one sanctimonious house fly reservedly fired a conclusive baboon.
Ouch! one leopard is less irritable than one trying buffalo.
Gosh! the lemur is less flamboyant than a tremendous falcon.
Oh! that woolly mammoth is much more stoic than some unobtrusive tortoise.
Crud! some obedient beaver significantly played along with the forthright
capybara.
Goodness! this coincidental terrier nimbly overrode an articulate caribou.
Alas! one tortoise is less indicative than an amazing lemming.
Ouch! some parrot is much more apt than some wild mammoth.
Ouch! the tortoise is less loving than some scandalous otter.
Er! some lobster is much more prideful than that sure dolphin.
Yikes! an insecure heron crookedly bounced in front of one unscrupulous egret.
Goodness! the rhinoceros is more dim than that compulsive woodpecker.
Er! this merry mastodon cattily withdrew versus the unkind weasel.
Yikes! a dove is much less suspicious than the taunting guinea pig.
Oh my! a squid is more teasing than a delinquent salmon.

Um! that gorgeous salmon coarsely overate the vacuous greyhound.
Jeepers! some conclusive cow tauntingly rolled around despite that ceremonial
goldfish.
Ah! one hedgehog is more humane than some evasive husky.
Alas! one tyrannical raccoon vociferously hit one neutral newt.
Oh my! one pompous shark nakedly squinted at that juicy earthworm.
Hey! one prudent kiwi irritably fought against the indignant hound.
Ouch! the prideful eel anonymously fumed on account of this impressive rooster.
Hello! an artistic squid energetically ran barring one oafish eagle.
Ouch! one kookaburra is far less invaluable than some inflexible oyster.
Er! some koala is more belligerent than some pompous husky.
Hey! this mallard is far less genial than some demonstrable oyster.
Wow! that bitter woodpecker ecstatically drank from some vital elephant.
Jeepers! some shark is much less dishonest than a chromatic tarantula.
Ouch! the fox is more impalpable than an equal shark.
Well! this disconsolate unicorn unblushingly cringed considering that logical
deer.
Darn! some pill bug is much more frivolous than this dramatic tamarin.
Jeez! the wombat is much more approving than the concise penguin.
Um! the delinquent hummingbird watchfully barked opposite that unwilling
nightingale.
Ouch! a salmon is far more inexhaustible than some sore roadrunner.
Yikes! one lighthearted crane habitually patted a drunken jellyfish.
Alas! one ungraceful caterpillar compulsively assisted the sure gecko.
Umm! that superb bluebird wantonly barked at a secret mandrill.

Jeez! this dazed squirrel abashedly doused itself next to some obsessive
chameleon.
Hey! one lizard is far more telepathic than this different zebra.
Well! the penguin is less somber than the unblushing naked mole-rat.
Uh! this circuitous frog smilingly swept aside some adequate emu.
Hey! that monkey is much less candid than the conspicuous tarantula.
Er! the appalling rabbit immeasurably shrank outside the erotic opossum.
Wow! that fanciful seagull antagonistically heard that hideous unicorn.
Umm! the monstrous piranha beseechingly stank like a felicitous grasshopper.
Um! that tapir is much less responsible than the wan camel.
Jeepers! this even fox timidly overdid some indecent woodchuck.
Ah! a gazelle is more equal than the euphemistic globefish.
Oh my! this unhopeful ocelot recklessly snapped in favor of some bastard
woodpecker.
Uh! one diplomatic macaw alarmingly dived notwithstanding the desperate
chameleon.
Um! that studied rooster immorally waved on account of the perfect mallard.
Jeez! one porpoise is far more deceitful than the instantaneous whale.
Hi! that bat is much more virtuous than this fetching reindeer.
Hello! this restful antelope hypocritically slid towards the happy wolf.
Dear me! some apt hen untiringly flew alongside that meretricious rhinoceros.
Darn! a cat is more imperative than this warm rattlesnake.
Umm! a ferret is much less immoral than a smooth turtle.
Hmm! one cogent lemur volubly cursed inside a disconsolate greyhound.
Goodness! one athletic cow wanly forgot one listless oyster.

Wow! a coquettish mandrill gradually howled at a minute nutria.
Dear me! the devilish swordfish wastefully dug ahead of that bad falcon.
Jeez! the turbulent dove possessively sighed across from the austere camel.
Ah! some shameful fish boastfully trod upon a severe rattlesnake.
Crud! one lorikeet is more compassionate than this auspicious man-of-war.
Um! the dolphin is less logical than an insincere eagle.
Dear me! a shoddy orca inoffensively shuffled up against an unthinking limpet.
Umm! the goat is far more pernicious than the unnecessary hyena.
Hi! that lemming is far more gaudy than this concomitant panther.
Oh my! a giraffe is far more subtle than some reckless hen.
Well! one truthful antelope feelingly overcame a punctilious dragonfly.
Hi! that ceaseless plankton gladly partook regardless of one cheeky rattlesnake.
Umm! a Labrador is less endless than that dainty macaw.
Alas! that cobra is much less marginal than a fateful beaver.
Hey! this unsuccessful frog viscerally slept on board a hungry kangaroo.
Um! one cagy gull sleazily juggled for one invidious ferret.
Wow! a bat is far less wholehearted than one permissive roadrunner.
Hmm! that natural walrus tenably unsaddled that copious goose.
Ouch! the python is less outrageous than the unselfish salmon.
Uh! some otter is far less knowing than a vengeful hatchet fish.
Hmm! that woolly mammoth is much more aesthetic than a taut lion.
Hello! that livid weasel notably spelled because of the acute worm.
Um! one echidna is less laudable than some perilous owl.

Yikes! an arch mastodon lucratively rewound in between an invaluable gecko.
Dear me! that ostrich is far less factual than this militant boa.
Oh! the tarantula is more spontaneous than that athletic jaguar.
Goodness! one heron is more frail than a legitimate scallop.
Wow! the surreptitious ladybug strongly smoked across from the willful hagfish.
Well! the stylistic squid cheekily chopped alongside one unjustifiable seal.
Umm! a retrospective rhinoceros arrogantly broadcast together with the
monstrous raccoon.
Jeepers! the chivalrous manatee rationally glowered next to some illustrative
turtle.
Umm! a rattlesnake is so much more wrong than one hoggish cardinal.
Well! that owl is much less liberal than this radical moth.
Oh my! this moth is far more eminent than some titillating ferret.
Goodness! one insecure dolphin incoherently frowned on top of that garish wasp.
Oh! one macaw is far less decent than a fractious fox.
Um! the turtle is far more unnecessary than some lopsided lizard.
Darn! this lusty scallop imaginatively slung after the lecherous tortoise.
Hello! some remote wombat sensibly blanched thanks to some pernicious oriole.
Well! one improper jaguar sardonically sat unbound across from this urgent
nightingale.
Darn! that cardinal is far more explicit than an apt kookaburra.
Hey! some acceptable cow furtively shot at one familiar newt.
Hey! that cliquish baboon evilly overtook the energetic hound.
Ah! this joyful hatchet fish timidly wet this miraculous gorilla.
Crud! the proud macaw cowardly grimaced around an intimate tortoise.

Crud! one hawk is more adoring than the impotent quail.
Jeepers! that weasel is far more elaborate than one credible lorikeet.
Dear me! some sardonic shark cunningly ate one acute gnu.
Hey! an ape is less marginal than a poor camel.
Alas! that rapid fox witlessly combed this busy walrus.
Yikes! one otter is more rigorous than this stormy boa.
Darn! one goldfish is far more authentic than this memorable wombat.
Dear me! some lizard is much less aerial than that ruthless hawk.
Alas! that indiscreet worm fumblingly chose a quaint nutria.
Ouch! this porcupine is far less adverse than some inverse otter.
Ouch! some astonishing antelope healthily nodded at one just insect.
Hey! some warthog is far less naked than that unequivocal krill.
Jeepers! this quetzal is less thirsty than this querulous mongoose.
Hello! the emu is more lethargic than this dutiful mandrill.
Dear me! the complacent falcon flimsily overheard one noticeable fish.
Jeez! a fox is much more boundless than the cooperative mastodon.
Darn! the mammoth is much more immediate than that abortive goldfish.
Goodness! that coherent gerbil guardedly disagreed thanks to that concentric
worm.
Gosh! one inconspicuous aardvark hurriedly rewrote some raunchy woodpecker.
Oh my! that mastodon is less inadvertent than this absentminded salmon.
Er! the sexy horse acutely grinned irrespective of this maternal jay.
Jeepers! this rat is more flimsy than the winning woolly mammoth.
Eh! one dachshund is much more responsible than one sudden cockatoo.

Goodness! this camel is far less gallant than a coy cobra.
Well! that plankton is more boastful than the resolute scorpion.
Goodness! a hatchet fish is much more desolate than some fruitful firefly.
Alas! the licentious crane inarticulately led up to that palpable nutria.
Hey! a curious goose empirically pouted because of this tendentious crane.
Well! this tolerant gorilla greedily connected to one sobbing hamster.
Jeepers! that garish tapir ambidextrously had sex with this mean honey bee.
Alas! the slow flamingo mercifully excited one loving python.
Hmm! the cassowary is far more temperate than that concomitant quetzal.
Jeez! a fish is much more sudden than that diverse wallaby.
Um! that goat is far less woeful than some bleak cat.
Hello! that woodpecker is far less simple than some perfect dachshund.
Oh my! some woodchuck is less coy than an apologetic hare.
Umm! this globefish is more sensational than some retrospective squirrel.
Crud! the wombat is far less rabid than some dramatic gull.
Hmm! one antelope is far less licentious than some covetous fox.
Hey! a buffalo is far less submissive than one manifest wombat.
Darn! some criminal reindeer lustily scowled with a bestial jay.
Oh my! the urchin is much more mild than some histrionic cardinal.
Ouch! a maternal newt gawkily spoiled the reliable tiger.
Hello! this mawkish hound stealthily danced outside of one sober goldfish.
Hey! this jay is less proper than an endearing camel.
Um! some abominable gorilla garishly chuckled at an editorial manatee.

Jeepers! some kangaroo is much more piquant than this beseeching koala.
Hey! one evident limpet falteringly sought out that lopsided yellowfish.
Alas! the marginal salamander vengefully bit because of one nasty whale.
Ouch! that exact wallaby completely knitted owing to that lewd gorilla.
Ouch! the rat is far more spontaneous than one careless kangaroo.
Darn! that gnu is much less lugubrious than some composite jaguar.
Wow! this awkward lobster caudally upheld this blind crane.
Ah! this Dalmatian is far less wearisome than one definite dog.
Well! some hatchet fish is much more ambiguous than one tepid wolf.
Ouch! a frowning mongoose modestly wore out some inclusive wasp.
Ah! one prudent quail arbitrarily ducked under the wonderful emu.
Darn! this relentless squirrel comprehensively brought up that impious moth.
Um! one involuntary mallard pertly porked one bawdy cardinal.
Darn! the insistent dog smartly beheld that spry roadrunner.
Oh my! a naked mole-rat is less sentimental than this vicarious woolly mammoth.
Gosh! a noisy bee pragmatically held under some conjoint orca.
Goodness! the boa is less notable than this inarticulate walrus.
Eh! one unanimous wasp irresistibly let go of the pert walrus.
Alas! this bird is far less naive than some witless seagull.
Eh! some rattlesnake is more concentric than the premature iguanodon.
Jeez! a reindeer is much less unsafe than the compulsive cat.
Well! this tuneful nutria luridly lost this wonderful wasp.
Dear me! this seal is much less pious than one stealthy unicorn.

Goodness! this strict dragonfly acutely struck this imminent emu.
Oh! that plankton is much less jubilant than the conscientious globefish.
Hi! an eagle is much less rugged than some eloquent macaw.
Uh! that lackadaisical porcupine clinically flinched behind the mournful quetzal.
Ah! one ladybug is more tedious than some wicked caribou.
Yikes! this ripe woodpecker carelessly dismounted amongst this dishonest sheep.
Ouch! some haphazard grizzly bear noticeably stepped away from some
incredible jaguar.
Goodness! a dashing seagull salaciously hit behind one dishonest deer.
Jeepers! a gauche ostrich cowardly forgave notwithstanding this spontaneous
komodo dragon.
Darn! one moth is far more watchful than some explicit song bird.
Umm! some caudal gnu quickly pushed against that glib robin.
Gosh! some mallard is far more psychic than one impolite python.
Alas! the intricate salamander drunkenly gloated in favor of a firm hatchet fish.
Dear me! this safe macaw infinitesimally hiccupped contrary to the acute
kangaroo.
Wow! a tapir is much less vibrant than one turbulent parrot.
Jeez! a cogent scallop exorbitantly cuffed close to this resentful mallard.
Oh! some guinea pig is much more miniature than that robust ferret.
Goodness! that ritual goldfinch aesthetically gurgled beyond this hectic kuku.
Ah! the awful angelfish lightly emoted against that rapt wasp.
Wow! an excruciating mandrill uniquely belched like this sorrowful bee.
Ouch! that mongoose is more apt than one inflexible quetzal.
Jeez! this cassowary is much less showy than an obsessive crane.

Umm! that animated dolphin inexhaustibly belched for some commendable
carnivore.
Umm! a man-of-war is far more dear than a subconscious tapir.
Jeepers! a lethargic eagle strategically wailed next to that concurrent limpet.
Crud! this dashing naked mole-rat coaxingly overtook this laggard deer.
Ah! the excursive whale responsibly belched astride the conservative deer.
Jeepers! an egret is less dramatic than that careless hummingbird.
Gosh! that minute mastodon stiffly interwove in front of the dutiful buffalo.
Yikes! this tiger is far less attractive than some erroneous nutria.
Hey! one rat is much less sluggish than a moody wildebeest.
Oh! some tepid Labrador decorously pulled apart some plentiful emu.
Eh! the blameless hedgehog significantly balked behind the indifferent opossum.
Well! one conic dog cordially played with the needless guinea pig.
Ah! one weasel is much less unsociable than one familiar squid.
Goodness! some fox is much less aerial than a provident llama.
Goodness! that reindeer is much less fiendish than one truthful wallaby.
Oh! some nightingale is far less unblushing than one monstrous salmon.

NOTE
Renaissance Realism is composed entirely of found material. In the summer of
2008, as part of my job classifying data and building taxonomies for online
contextual advertisers, I came across several web pages composed entirely of
machine-generated text.
A-ha! A manta ray is much more positive than an intimate rat.
Ugh! This sober mastodon indiscreetly awoke that dramatic
hippopotamus.
Oh! The dolorous husky remotely touched some watchful iguanodon.
Such “nonsensical” language was designed to attract automated advertisements
from programs such as Google’s Adwords or Yahoo’s Sponsored Search
programs; as such, they were designated spam. Naturally, I thought it was the
perfect language with which to write a children’s book.
The sentences from these webpages, despite their strictly commercial intent,
remain fascinating. They are odd in the ways only machine-generated text can be.
Each sentence begins with an interjection and follows a similar syntax: animal X
is compared to, interacts with, or otherwise corresponds with animal Y. The
sentences are elliptical and suggestive, juxtaposing each animal type with the
anthropomorphic narration of their actions.
Fifteen sentences were illustrated by the artist Scoli Acosta and compiled into an
as yet unpublished children’s book called As Above, So Below. The sentences
compiled here in Renaissance Realism are the unused “outtakes” or “rejects”
from that project.
An excerpt from Renaissance Realism was previously published in Nightpapers 7
under the title Renaissance Humanism.

